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Abstract — In the new era of the telecommunications business
field, a large number of potential investors are capable of
entering in the market of the broadband services provision. This
paper provides a model for analyzing the new perspectives for
new investors in this field. It integrates compound Real Options
and Game Theory techniques and adopts price competition
analysis, for the broadband services provision, in order to find
the optimal business strategy. Finally, it applies the analysis to a
real life business case by formulating and solving it.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the new era of the deregulated telecommunications
business with a large number of potential investors, the
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) service
providers seek access network solutions with even more
bandwidth. However, communication solutions like
Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Loop (ADSL) or WiMAX in
fixed wireless communications experience recognizable limits
of their capabilities mainly because of limited bandwidth. So
far, the most viable solution for high bandwidth provision,
especially in access networks, is the optical fibers technology.
Hence, the installation of the optical fibers and their
commercial exploitation is a very challenging business activity.
The main challenge for a potential provider (investor) is to
roll out its business activity at the right time, the right scale and
the right characteristics taking into account the threat from
competition that the potential competitor can eliminate.
Although, it is useful to take into account the traditional
quantitative cost-benefit analysis, it is by no means sufficient
for capturing the depth of the complexity of the problem in its
entirety. Actually, traditional methods do not properly account
for the flexibility inherent in most ICT investment decisions to
launch them at the right time and the right scale. Real Options
(ROs) present an alternative method since it takes into account
the managerial flexibility of responding to a change or new
situation in business conditions [18]. Option thinking has been
already applied to the broadband business field [1][2][3]. Also,
options analysis in broadband business field and especially
concerning broadband technologies upgrade, from ADSL to
VDSL (Very High Data Rate Subscriber Loop), has been
examined by [16][11][10][8]. Finally, reference [4] provides a
survey of ROs applications in the ICT field.
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After the deregulation of the telecommunications markets
their structure has changed from monopoly to oligopoly.
Hence, the ICT business opportunities do not belong
exclusively to only one firm but may also be shared by other
competitors [17][18][20]. Authorities that own physical
infrastructure such as service utility companies (water,
electricity, and transportation) and local municipalities
experience competitive advantage, regarding building optical
networks, against typical telecommunications operators. These
advantages are mainly coming from the lower installation and
implementation costs. Facility-based firms may consider a
model of three basic stages regarding a new broadband
business activity [13]. The first stage is the dark fiber
installation and optical passive network (PassNet)
implementation. The second stage is the fiber’s activation, light
the fiber by implementing active network (ActNet) and provide
bandwidth services. Finally, the third stage is the services
provision (SerPro) such as VoD (Video on Demand) or remote
surveillance, Fig. 1.
This work treats these opportunities using real option (RO)
thinking and applies game theory (GT) to model competition.
Particularly, all these stages are opportunities that can be
considered as ROs based on the basic business of dark fiber
exploitation. Each business stage may involve different type
and severity of competition. We focus on facility-based firms,
normally utility companies or municipalities that own a number
of physical resources.
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Figure 1. Overall business in three stages and available growth options
embedded

The business perspective requires decisions regarding the
geographical coverage, bandwidth, product quality and price,
as well type of services to be offered. For each stage we may
consider different type and severity of competition. The passive
stage includes dark fiber, ducts and microducts. Especially, the
passive stage is the main business opportunity for utility
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companies that own physical infrastructure for installing dark
fiber along it. The active network includes all these equipment
that light the fiber and provide capability for bandwidth dealing
on the physical transmission mean. The active optical fiber
network will provide wholesale access to Service Providers
(telcos, Internet Service Providers, video providers etc.) or any
third party which will want to lease a part of the funded
infrastructure. The supported services (service provision) will
be triple-play (Voice, Data and Video) and in the near future
the four play (Plus Video, Mobile). The aim of the service
provision stage is to offer services to end users. Table I
summarizes the aforementioned discussion and the business
roles and business stages, which are available to utility
companies. It also contains the critical success factors related
to specific business activities.
Reference [2] analyzes the business perspectives of utility
companies in the broadband business field and adopts quantity
competition modeling for the PassNet stage and price
competition for the ActNet stage. It considers that the business
stages are available only for one period of analysis considering
either to invest immediately or to abandon the business. In
addition, reference [1] integrates ROs and GT perspectives and
examines multi-period price competition in order to find the
optimal ICT business strategy in terms of the time entry in the
market and the service price. The analysis focuses on elearning business activities. In the current paper we extent
these works by focusing on the broadband field and more
specifically the second (ActNet) and third (SerPro) stage of the
available business model for utility companies. Particularly, we
integrate ROs and GT perspectives and examine multistage and
multi-period price competition, in a compound ROs
perspective, in order to find the optimal ICT business strategy
in terms of the time entry in the market and the service price.
We consider two firms to be involved in the specific under
investigation business entry. We assume that both players are
rational, have access to the same amount of business related
information as well as make the same understanding for this
information. Our target is to find the overall business
equilibrium for the two stages.
TABLE I.
Business
stage

BUSINESS ROLES FOR BROADBAND BUSINESS FIELD
Role

Description

Critical Success
Factors

Comments

3

Service
Provider

Internet, TV,
Telephony and
other services

Customer base,
brand services
platforms,
marketing knowhow

It requires a joint venture
with an IT company, since
utility companies and local
municipalities present poor
IT business culture.

2

ActNet

Operates the
active network
and provides
equal access to
service
providers

Network
operations knowhow

It normally requires the
involvement of
Telecommunications
experienced people. This
can be realized by
attracting the right people
to the new company.

Builds and owns
the passive
network

Funding for
investment in
passive network
infrastructure

Normally, utility
companies and
municipalities may ensure
funds from national or
European Union sources
for a passive network
deployment.

1

PassNet

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
background of the broadband industry which motivates the
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proposed analysis. In addition, it presents an overview of the
Greek broadband market. Section 3 describes the model and
the proposed analysis. Section 4 discusses a real life case study.
Finally, section 5 concludes, discusses limitations and presents
suggestions for future research.

II.

INDYSTRY BACKGROUND IN GREECE

After the deregulation of the telecommunications markets,
broadband business opportunities are supported by the state
authorities who recognize that broadband technology can
improve citizens’ quality of life. Among others, European
Commission (EC) indicated the necessity of broadband
development in all member countries. It tries to offer to its
citizens “an Information Society for all” providing a vision for
the next years called i2010. There are many projects that are
co-funded by EC and national resources. Although the cost of
broadband infrastructures has decreased, the required
investments remain an obstacle for the private sector [15][14].
Utility-based companies experience significant competitive
advantages since they own a number of physical resources or
installation rights that in overall decrease the optical fibers
installation cost. Broadband in Greece is still at the early stages
[12]. However, government initiatives to increase the
broadband penetration include the construction of fiber optics
metropolitan networks in less developed regions. The owners
of these infrastructures will be the municipalities which
participate in this initiative. They will be free to make joint
ventures with telecommunications private companies for
ensuring the required experience in the specific business field
[13].
In Table II, we provide an overview of the double and triple
service/product attributes in the Greek telecommunications
market. The data were collected from the websites of the Greek
telecommunications service providers (except the incumbent
operator) during 2009. These broadband services providers
offer up to 24 Mb/s downlink and 1 Mb/s uplink throughput.
The price offering these services is different. In particular, they
vary in the terminal equipment that they offer to the new
customers and the length of contract commitment. In other
words they choose different quality and service attributes and
afterwards they put the price to charge them. These differences
prove the product differentiation phenomenon, which is a
business rational decision for avoiding the pure price
competition war. Pure price competition with the same service
characteristics will drive business competitors to non-profitable
price level.
Furthermore, the water supply and sewerage network
operator in the second largest city of Greece, Thessaloniki, has
been announced its intention to enter into the broadband
business field by installing optical fibers in the existing
sewerage network [19]. Also, the city of Patras, which is the
biggest municipality in the Region of Western Greece, and the
third biggest city of Greece owns a Metropolitan Area Network
connecting a large number of local authorities such as
universities, hospitals and schools.
Similar broadband
metropolitan networks have been developed all over the world.
Indicatively, we mention Sweden (Stockholm), Austria
(Vienna), Spain (Catalonia), New Zealand (the city of
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Wellington), Netherlands (Amsterdam), USA (a group of cities
in Utah) and Australia. Particularly, for Europe, 96 out of the
139 FTTx projects (FTTH, FTTB) involve municipalities and
utility companies. For an overview of Fiber, European FTTH
and Fiber backbone projects the interest reader is referred to
[5][7][8].
TABLE II.

GREEK BROADBAND SERVICE PROVIDERS’ OVERVIEW

Broadband Services
Telecomm
unication
Provider
Vivodi
Triple play services based on
Telecom
ADSL2+, with speeds up to
20 Mbit/s, VoIP telephony
and digital television

Tellas

Hellas On
Line

Forthnet

ADSL speeds up to 12/1
Mbit/s

General Comment

A private company utilizing
LLU since 2003. Currently its
network covers Athens and
Thessaloníki. In the past it used
to cover more cities (such as
Patra, Herakleion, Veroia etc).
An affiliate of Wind Hellas. It
offers services in the districts of
Athens, Thessaloniki and
Larissa. It was the first to
provide free national calls
through their network. It had
been severely criticized for
taking advantage of the 12month contracts in order to keep
their prices high and
uncompetitive.

ADSL2+ up to 24/1 Mbit/s It is owned by the Greek-Russian
network equipment manufacturer
Intracom. It covers districts of
Athens, Thessaloniki and
Larissa. In the past HOL has
been accused of actively using
traffic shaping in order to grind
its P2P traffic to a near standstill.
This was attributed to HOL's low
overall bandwidth-to-user ratio
at that time. HOL has signed an
agreement with Vodafone,
according to which it is
Vodafone's partner for
broadband services in Greece.

ADSL2+ up to 24/1 Mbit/s

It is the largest privately-owned
ISP in Greece. It currently
covers districts of the two
biggest cities.

On
Telecoms

Speeds up to 16/0.5 Mbit/s

It is a new entrant in the Greek
telecoms market. It was set up by
FASTWEB founders.

Net One

ADSL2+ up to 24/1 Mbit/s

Vodafone

ADSL2+ up to 24/1 Mbit/s

It is a new entrant in the Greek
telecoms market. NetOne has
been very stable and functional
so far.
It is reseller of HOL's LLU
infrastructure
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III.

THE PROPOSED ANALYSIS AND MODEL

A. Analysis of demand under price competition
In the context of price competition, firms choose the quality
and the price for their products, and the market determines the
quantity. Service quality may be the bandwidth level provided
quality-reliability of internet connection, quality of service
support for failure connection problems. It is recognizable, in
the Greek broadband business field that the incumbent operator
presents much higher reliability in terms of internet connection
and failure fixing time compared to the new telecommunication
players that may provide lower prices for similar products in
the beginning but showing lower quality of service afterwards.
Also, service attribute may concern terminal equipment to the
customer premises. The customers prefer high quality product,
however they vary in their willingness to pay for it. Customers’
types, according to their preference regarding products quality,
are defined by the variable tsc, which is uniformly distributed
over the interval [ls,hs], where hs>ls>0 (please see the Appendix
for notations). Customers with tsc=hs have the highest interest
in the service/product for stage s. Customers with tsc=ls have
the less interest in the service/product. The density of
customers for stage s, is Ns per unit of the type index. Hence,
the total number of customers (overall market size) is Ns(hs-ls).
Customers tsc choose to buy the product if their utility (or
net value) is positive. Particularly, we define the utility value
for customer tsc for product with quality attribute usx (usx>0) at
the price psi to be the difference between the value of this
product Vtsc (i.e. quality or bandwidth, in our case) and the
price psi that the customer pays for stage s.
t sc
tsc , usx , psi   V t sc tsc , usx   psi
U customer

(1)

where
V sc
V sc
0
 0,
tsc
usx
t

t

We adopt a specific function for utility estimation,
proposed by [20].
t sc
U customer
tsc , usx , psi   usxtsc  psi

(2)

The type tsc customer will buy the product if the utility
value is positive

tsc

psi
 tsc 0
u sx

Since all customers in [tsc0,hs] have positive utility value
and so will choose to buy the product, the total demand, Dsi is
D si  N s hs  p si / u sx 

(3)

We assume that the marginal cost of producing each unit is
csi. The development cost is ksusx2 [5]. Actually, the increase of
service quality becomes even more difficult as the level of
quality increases. Hence, the overall cost function is
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(4)

where ks may be the coefficient of the development cost for
stage s. The quadratic term represent that the marginal
development cost increases as the service/product quality (e.g.
bandwidth or fibers per connection) increases. For simplicity
we assume that the marginal cost of csi equals zero since in
practice when the infrastructure is built and fiber passes outside
a home the cost of customers connection (mainly the activation
of it) is very small. This assumption does not change the
conclusions of our analysis. Finally, the operational profit is
given by
Psi  p si Dsi  C si

B. Estimation of the business utility at each stage
We start the analysis from the last stage (SerPro). The
possible decisions, for the duopoly case, for each player
(i=A,B) are the following: invest for high quality (INiHQL),
invest for low quality (INiLQL), defer investment (DFiLQL) for
low quality, (DFiHQL) for high quality, and abandon (A).
We consider a binomial process for the business operational
profit (P), where up and dn are the changes up to upP or down to
dnP according to a binomial process (Fig. 2). Especially, up and
dn are the multiplicative binomial parameters (up>1, dn<1).

Period t

TABLE III.
B
A
INAHQL
(invest high quality
at t=0)
INALQL \
(invest low quality
at t=0)
DFAHQL
(defer up to t=T low
quality)
DFALQL
(defer up to t=T low
quality)

GAME CHOICES AND INVESTMENT PAYOFF MATRIX

INBLQL
INBHQL
(invest high quality (invest low quality
at t=0)
at t=0)
No ROV (NPV)

ROV (ENPV)

DFBLQL
(defer up to t=T
low quality)

AB
(abandon)

ROV (ENPV)

No ROV (NPV)
No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV) No ROV
No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV)
ROV (ENPV)
ROV (ENPV)

Monopoly
(No ROV)

No ROV (NPV)
No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV)
No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV)
ROV (ENPV)
ROV (NPV)

ROV (ENPV)
ROV (NPV)
ROV (ENPV)
ROV (ENPV)
No ROV (NPV) No ROV (NPV)
ROV (ENPV)
ROV (ENPV)

ROV (ENPV)
AA
(abandon)

No ROV (NPV)

DFBHQL
(defer up to t=T
low quality)

ROV (ENPV
MB0
(no OV)

ROV (ENPV)

ROV (ENPV)
MBT
(no OV)

Monopoly
(ROV)

No business at all

These choices apply for both business stages. The overall
business stage is a combination of each stage.
The expected Expanded Net Present Value (ENPV) for
stage SerPro is given by the following equation (6).
ENPVDF  ROVSer Pr o 

u

1 q max PSer Pr o  I Ser Pr o ,0


1 r 1  q  max PSer Pr o d  I Ser Pr o ,0



(6)
upP

P
down
unfavorable
increase of
Profit

All the decision alternatives for a two-period business game
are given in table III.

(5)

Reference [1] estimates the equilibrium strategies of the
firms for a single and two period game under price competition
modeling. We extend the aforementioned analysis for both
stages ActNet and SerPro adopting a compound real options
model. For each stage we assume that the business opportunity
remains valid for two periods, where at the end of the first
period the firms are able to analyze the evolution of the market
demand and business revenue.

up
favorable
increase of
Profit

possible decision combinations. If the investment decision is to
invest immediately at t the overall business value is given by
the Net Present Value (NPV) without any Real Options Value
(ROV). On the other hand, if the decision is to defer up to t=T
(i.e. t+1) then the overall value is given by the Expanded NPV,
which actually contains the ROV [17][18].

dnP

Period t+1

Figure 2. Uncertain Profit as binomial process

We use the backwards induction process to determine the
sub-game perfect equilibrium and then use the dynamic
programming technique to bring back the values from period
t+1 to period t [18].
If the game has two periods left, then each firm
(competitors) has to compare the payoffs from each of the
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In the risk-neutral valuation of ROs q is defined as the riskneutral probability [18]. The ENPV for high and low quality
firms as well as monopoly conditions, adopting price
competition modeling are given by [1],[2]. References [1],[2]
analyze ENPV for waiting strategies according to the demand
spectrum. The investment threshold, for stop waiting and
acting, is a function of the uncertainty (measured by the
volatility) of the market demand, the coefficient of the
development cost and the overall investment infrastructure
(one time) cost. The competitors will choose to wait more if the
market demand is more volatile, and the infrastructure
implementation costs higher. Particularly, the uncertainty of the
market demand increases the ROV and provides arguments for
waiting more. The competitor with the best quality attribute is
able to charge higher prices and so experience higher revenues.
The conclusion is that the size of the investment cost (one time
– sunk cost) as well the market size (number and type of
consumers) are key factors to the entry decision and so the
investment equilibrium.
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A similar analysis takes place for the stage of ActNet
adopting compound ROs. In particular, the overall ENPV
based on the compound options analysis, for the ActNet stage
that contains the SerPro stage, is given by the following
equation (7).

1 q max PActNet  I ActNe ROVSer Pr o ,0


1 r 1  q  max PActNet d  I ActNe ROVSer Pr o ,0


u

ENPV ActNet

Ser Pr o

 ROVActNet 

(7)

The aforementioned equation is based on compound ROs
analysis.
In particular, broadband bandwidth services provision
profitability depends both on business condition for the specific
and future investment opportunities. In order to analyze and
solve the game we estimate the business value for each
scenario of decisions between the two players (competitors).
The solution of the game is the best combination of decisions
for both players. The conclusion is quite obvious under full
symmetry between players.
Under full symmetry among players, the pay function is the
same for both players, while as the asymmetry between
players appears the pay offs are different for them indicating
different strategies. It may be a subject of further work to
adopt business asymmetries between players as a more
realistic case.
IV.

A CASY STUDY

To illustrate the proposed methodology we apply it to an
ICT investment decision for a growing Water Supply &
Sewerage Company, which we refer to as WSSC to protect its
identity and its projects. WSSC is interested in entering in the
broadband business field and exploiting its physical
infrastructure (water and sewerage pipes). The company
examines the possibility of setting up a subsidiary company
named
NewTelco
Services
and
entering
the
telecommunications business being involved with both stages
ActNet and SerCo for broadband business. NewTelco Services
may undertake the following roles:


PassNet: it builds and owns the telecommunications
access infrastructure which includes passive
connection – supply and install ducts, conduits & fibre
to the building.



ActNet: it activates and operates the active network
acting as a wholesale bandwidth provider which
includes active connection – supply and install Optical
Network Termination (ONT) at the building,
service/line activation – connected building ready to
receive telecommunications services.



SerCo: it provides network services to deliver
telecommunications services to their customers (i.e.
the connected homes/business premises).

The overall competition of the WSSC in the broadband
business plans to deploy its own fibre network. Hence, WSSC
with its subsidiary NewTelco Services needs to be the first to
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the market deploying a fibre network in the area. Also, it
should work closely with ISPs and other providers to address
their requirements concerning methods of interconnection as
well network reliability and redundancy aspects.
By waiting, WSSC expects that uncertainties, related to the
acceptance of broadband services in the region, and the
organizational capabilities of it, would be resolved. The
acceptance of these services (i.e. customers demand) is actually
modeled in the current analysis. By waiting, WSSC could learn
more about the potential returns on such investments. For
example, the acceptance rate for such services might increase
as customers become more aware of these services. In parallel,
WSSC could take actions to lower its market entry risk (e.g. by
seeking corporate alliances for joint exploitation of the specific
regional market).
With these concerns in mind WSSC addresses to the question:
“should WSSC wait to enter the broadband market? or proceed
immediately exploiting its competitive advantage?”
A two-player game is considered where one player is
WSSC and the other player is the rest of the competition. The
numbers are fictitious in order to protect NewTelco Services
business. However, they are based on extensive discussion with
the company’s upper level management as well as the potential
competitors.
The aspects to be taken into account for the selection of the
area of interest include demographic, density and income
characteristics of the customers. WSSC focuses on the
geographical area with the expected higher interest for
broadband business.
WSSC examines to invest 50 km optical fiber for
connecting incumbent operator local switching centers, to
implement the backbone network. Along that way there are
200 customers premises/km. So, the overall market size is
10.000 customer premises for FTTH connection. Assuming a
average penetration of 40% along the 10 years period of
analysis, the overall customers demand is 4.000 FTTx
connections. In this case study we examine the business of
offering active optical fiber and broadband services in the
specific area acting as a new telecommunication comer in the
broadband business field. We do not examine the business
perspective of providing wholesale broadband services in
telecommunication operators.
In our analysis we consider that dark fiber installation
(PassNet) and activation of it (ActNet) takes place at once,
adopting the aforementioned analysis for the ActNet of the
previous part. The initial infrastructure cost includes ducts,
dark fiber installation and activation of it along the streets in
the area of interest, while in the next stage the broadband
service provision (SerPro) takes place.
The infrastructure cost IActNet that contains also the cost
of passive dark fiber installation can be analyzed in two parts.
The first part is the cost of installing the network along the
street (optical fiber past), while the second part is the cost of
connecting the customers’s promises to the opticall fiber
network, passing from the street in front of them.
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For our analysis we estimate the cost as a whole assuming
that optical fiber cost passive and active equipments is
estimated to 750 €/customer [7].
The values of the parameters for the case study are given in
the third column of the Table A-1 (Appendix). For simplicity,
we consider zero taxes and depreciation so that the operating
cash flows are equivalent to the operating profits.
We examine the following scenarios: Invest at t=0 or Defer
at t=2 for the PassNet and the ActNet stages and Invest at t=2
or Defer at t=4 for SerPro stage. In particular, we assume that
the SerPro is available for the WSSC after two years of the
ActNet implementation. For simplicity, we assume very small
building time for the business stages, practically 6 months,
while the commercialization phase for each stage starts at the
same year.
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connections in the area of interest. Particularly, WSSC should
exploit its advantage for real FFTx connection. This advantage
is known to its competitors that normally should plan for the
most conventional VDSL connections.
In conclusion, WSSC should offer higher level of services
and charge them with higher price than its competition. The
higher the business uncertainty it is, the investment is more
profitable to be delayed, while the lower it is, the immediate
investment becomes more attractive.
TABLE IV.

FOR EACH PART
Stage*: ActNet (IN at
t=0 or DF at t=2)

As we can see the higher quality product/service ensures
higher profitability. In particular, the business performance for
each stage and as a whole shows higher values for the
monopoly case, which is expected. However, even for the
monopoly case the strategy to defer investment for both cases
presents higher profit compared to the immediate investment of
each stage when it is available for the WSSC.
In case of duopoly price competition deferring for both
stages to activate business and offer higher quality services
compared to the competition is the optimal strategy. In
particular for the waiting strategy and invest at the end of the
period where the investment is available proving high quality
service presents 8.083.000 €, while if low quality capability is
available the waiting strategy is the only realistic scenario.
Especially, for WSSC broadband business high quality
could mean:


provision of real FFTx connection and not VDSL
connection (here, competitor is the incumbent
operator since it has the last mile competitive
advantage).



high bandwidth for the last mile connection from the
neighborhood concentrator to the customer’s office
and home.



capability of integrating various utilities services in
one platform, such as water, electricity and gas
consumption for the third stage of the business.

The capability of the WSSC to implement the last mile
fiber network (which is a difficult task for its competitor),
provides the option to be the higher quality firm for broadband
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Stage**: SerPro (IN at
t=2 or DF at t=4)

ı

80%

40%

ı

80%

40%

INM

4.722
5.260

4.722
4.729

INM

6.721
7.395
5.039
-622
5.111
30
0
5.039
-622
5.566
30
0
5.039
-622
5.566
30
0
5.039
-622
5.566
30
0
0

6.721
6.708
5.039
-622
5.042
0
0
5.039
-622
5.029
0
0
5.039
-622
5.029
0
0
5.039
-622
5.029
0
0
0

DFM

For the estimation of ROV we adopt the binomial model
focusing on one-step diffusion process. The binomial model is
the most widely applied especially in cases of multi-options
analysis [17][18]. In practice, the single-step diffusion analysis
is appropriate for investments where management has limited
opportunity to influence the outcome of the investment and
reviews investment status per year. The NPVs and ENPVs for
the case study are presented in table IV. Under price
competition the firm with the higher quality of the broadband
bandwidth provision will provide higher profits.

PAY OFFS FOR STAGES ACTNET AND SERPRO STRATEGIES

DFM
INHQL
INLQL

INHQL

3.039

3.039

DFHQL
DFLQL
A
INHQL
INLQL

INLQL

-2.622

-2.622

DFHQL
DFLQL
A
INHQL
INLQL

DFHQL

3.777

3.167

DFHQL
DFLQL
A
INHQL
INLQL

DFLQL

0

DFHQL

0

DFLQL
A
A

*
**



…
0
0
Values at t=0 (x1000 €)
Values at t=2 (x1000 €)

Overall
Business
Value
ı=80%
10.818
11.420
7.609
2.475
7.675
3.069
0
1.948
-3.186
2.426
-2.592
-2.622
7.606
3.771

8.083
3.937
3.930
1.944
0
2.421
0
0
0

  

V.

CONCLUSION

This paper models business activities for municipalities and
utility companies in the broadband business field adopting
multistage price competition modeling. It models competition
and provides an overall analysis for the whole business, which
can be divided in stages. The aim is to estimate the strategies
performance considering a two-player business game. Also, a
real business case is analyzed by using the proposed analysis.
The results of the analysis prove that delay of investment is
more attractive for high uncertainty business even if there are
monopolistic conditions in the market. Also, the quality of the
product (service) provision is critical for the profitability and
optimal time to invest. As a future work, the asymmetry
between firms is a realistic requirement to be considered,
especially concerning investment cost and business experience.
Finally, real world business cases should test the proposed
model to verify its suitability in the specific decision field.
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APPENDIX
TABLE A-1: NOTATIONS USED IN OUR MODEL
Notation
s
t
Dsi
psi
Psi
dnPsi
upPsi
Isi
r
NPVsi
ENPVsi
ROVsi
ls
hs
Ns
Csi
ks
csi
tsc
usx
Utsccustomer



Definition
Available business stages (s: ActNet, SerPro)
Time where the investment is available to be performed and decision analysis takes place
Customers demand at time period t for business stage (s: ActNet, SerPro) and firm i
(i=A,B).
Price of service (product) offered for stage by firm i
Business operational profit for stage s for firm i
Decrease of Psi moving down by dn (binominal process) from period t to t+1
Increase of Psi moving up by up (binominal process) from period t to t+1
Business infrastructure cost (one-time cost) at the time period t for stag s and firm i.
Discount factor (the same discount factor is assumed for both stages)
Net Present Value of business opportunity where no ROV exists for stage s and firm i
Expanded Net Present Value of business opportunity which contains the ROV for stage s
and firm i
Real option value (ROV) of business opportunity, stage s for firm i
Lower index of customers type of the market being interest to by service (product) with
specific quality attributes for stage s
Higher index of customers type of the market being interest to by service (product) with
specific quality attributes for stages s
Number of customers for each customer type for stage s.
The overall operational cost function for stage s and firm i.
The coefficient of the development cost (assume the same for both stages)
Marginal cost of service (product) offered for stage s by firm i
Type of consumers for stage s
Service quality of level x for stage s (x=1,2), us2>us1
Utility value of the product for customers tsc
Coefficient factor that is related to the service (product) value for the customer
Uncertainty of business profit for each stage
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